To avoid collisions, flies steer away from expanding visual scenes generated during straight flight: so how do they fly forward when no collision is imminent? A new study shows that wind compensates for this aversion, allowing flies to forge ahead.
For decades, tethered-flight arenas have been used to simulate visual motion for a stationary animal, becoming a mainstay for studying the visual control of insect flight [1] [2] [3] . For example, an insect placed at the center of a spinning mechanical cylinder is subjected to the visual experience of self rotation, even though it is motionless. Attempted steering maneuvers in the form of wing motions and forces can be quantified and used to control the spinning drum, allowing the animal active control of what it sees, thus simulating flight [4] . Technological improvements, such as computer-controlled dot-matrix light-emitting diode (LED) displays [5] have made it possible to simulate complex stimuli, such as translational optic flow generated during forward flight. The key feature of a translating optic flow field is a pole of expansion, a point from which the scene appears to grow or expand ( Figure 1 ).
Fruit flies tethered in a flight arena invariably turn to avoid a pole of expansion. In particular, they steer away from small expanding disks, which presumably helps them avoid collisions with objects [6] . Similarly, they steer away from the pole of a large expanding flow field, which helps them reduce side-slip and maintain straight flight [7] . But taken to the logical limit, turning away from expansion produces a paradoxical result: in an electronic flight simulator, when flies are allowed to steer in a continuously drifting visual field, they turn away from the expansion and orient directly towards the pole of contraction [7] . In other words, they face backwards, like turning to look through the rear window while riding in a car.
Flies do not fly backwards: in free-flight they casually advance through visually complex environments, approach objects, and land on them. This is the case when a fruit fly homes in on an apple sitting in your kitchen. When not glued to a steel wire, they clearly tolerate the visual expansion that accompanies forward motion. What is the difference between tethered flight in a flight simulator and free-flight in nature? Is the aversion to expanding scenes somehow selectively suppressed under free-flight conditions? A recent study by Budick and coworkers [8] searched outside the purely visual realm and into the multi-sensory world. They found that the presence of oncoming wind, a sensory cue essentially ubiquitous during free-flight, is the key to this apparent paradox.
Their experiment began with a typical cylinder of LEDs, in which a pattern of vertical stripes spread out from one side of the arena and rejoined on the other side. This approximates the visual scene during translation, which expands in the direction of motion and contracts 180 degrees behind. They then removed some of the LEDs to provide gaps through which they could deliver a controlled breeze.
Finally, instead of a rigid tether, a steel tether wire was suspended in a magnetic field, allowing the fly to rotate freely but not move from the center [9] . The flies could thus turn freely in response to both wind and visual cues.
The group found that flies strongly orient in the direction of oncoming wind, consistent with flying forward through still air. This behavior was partly passive, as dead flies could be blown around to face the wind. In live flies, however, this orientation was accomplished with brief, fast turns called body saccades, named for their functional analogy to our own gaze-stabilizing eye movements [10] . Further experiments showed that gluing the base of the antennae in place caused wind-orientation largely to vanish, implicating the antennae, and specifically the Johnston's organs at their base, as the directional wind sensors.
When the expanding visual flow field was presented without wind, the flies robustly oriented toward the visual pole of contraction. But when wind blew from the pole of expansion, mimicking forward flight in both the visual and mechanosensory realms, the tendency to orient into the wind overcame the aversion to expanding scenes. This enabled the flies to turn into the expanding flow field, as they would Current Biology Figure 1 . Optic flow of the visual scene during forward movement. During forward translation, the components of a visual scene appear to expand from a point on the horizon, depending on their angular distance from that point and their linear distance from the observer. Objects very far off, such as the mountains, do not appear to change. Moving objects, such as the airplane, have additional components to their motion. In the rear field of view, objects appear to move the other way, in towards a point of contraction. during normal free-flight. In other words, if our forward moving car were a convertible, and we took the top down to let in a breeze, our fly would turn to face forward.
Insect flight is a vision intensive behavior -even animals that function in extreme darkness rely on vision for accurate flight [11] . But it is increasingly clear that evolution has co-opted other relevant senses to control flight under conditions in which the visual system is ineffective, such as during body saccades [12] [13] [14] [15] . Insects also use vision to compensate the effects of wind and avoid being blown off course [16] , but Budick et al. [8] turned the problem around to address how they use wind to compensate for visual behaviors. A key element here is that the wind speeds were no more than 1 meter per second, consistent with self-induced airspeed that a fly might normally generate [17] .
Wind is the missing ingredient in simulating flight for tethered animals -because they do not actually move, they induce no headwind. In the absence of wind cues and other sensory signals, the powerful visual reflexes that keep the animal flying straight and clear of obstacles run at perverted extremes. Such experiments are invaluable for isolating the optomotor mechanisms of flight control [18] . In doing so they will sometimes generate apparently paradoxical or counter-intuitive results that highlight the influence of other systems, the importance of which may have otherwise gone unnoticed. In this way we will gain an ever clearer picture of not just complex behavior, but also the circuits that control it and the evolutionary forces that produced it.
Mad2 and p31
comet are components of the spindle assembly checkpoint which controls the fidelity of chromosome segregation. Two recent structural studies reveal new insight into how these proteins achieve this difficult task.
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When a eukaryotic cell divides it first attaches all of its chromosomes to the two poles of the mitotic spindle. Then, and only then, each chromosome is separated into its two sister chromatids, which will be distributed into the two newly forming daughter cells. Any deviation from this plan could lead to chromosome missegregation with fatal consequences. A surveillance mechanism, known as the spindle assembly checkpoint, therefore ensures that the correct order of events is strictly followed. A small protein, called Mad2, functions at the heart of this checkpoint and determines when chromosome segregation is initiated. Much attention in the cell-cycle field has therefore focussed on understanding Mad2. For several years, two research groups, led by Andrea Musacchio in Milan, Italy and Hongtao Yu and Xuelian Luo in Dallas, Texas, have used protein crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance and biochemical techniques to study how Mad2 is regulated. Rarely ever has structural biology revealed as much about the function of a cell-cycle protein as it has for Mad2. Two exiting new chapters from this story have now been published in which the Musacchio [1] and Yu/Luo [2] teams describe the atomic structures of two Mad2-containing protein complexes and reveal important new insight into the molecular mechanism of the spindle assembly checkpoint.
This story begins in the 19th century when Walther Fleming and other early cell biologists observed that the separation of chromosomes into sister chromatids always occurs with remarkable synchrony and never before all the chromosomes have been aligned on the metaphase plate. About a century later, Conly Rieder and colleagues [3] showed that this
